Respect the Waterways
and the wildlife it supports

H

Anglian
Waterways

We share our waterways with a wide variety of wildlife and native plants, and
unfortunately some non-native invasive species. It is everyone’s responsibility to do their
bit to protect our waterways and preserve it for future generations.

What is the speed limit?
On the Anglian Waterways the speed limit is
normally 4 to 7 miles per hour. Boats do not
have brakes like cars and it can take much
longer to stop or slow when passing other water
users. Always consider your environment when
choosing your speed; consider the effect of any
wash when passing moored boats or canoeists.

Leaving destruction in your
wake?
Excess or inappropriate speeds create
significant wash. Breaking wash can erode
river banks and also harm wildlife. In the spring,
nests with eggs and young chicks can easily be
destroyed by boat wash. Harming wildlife and
the habitat they live in could be breaking the law.

Rubbish and Wildlife
Animals and other wildlife eat or become
entangled in discarded rubbish, fishing lines and
plastic bags. Take all rubbish home with you. If
you see any wildlife in distress please call the
RSPCA on 0300 1234 999.

Invasive species
Check, Clean, Dry is vital
to stop the spread of
non-native and invasive
species.
If you see any invasive
species, such as floating pennywort, please
report it to the Environment Agency Incident
Line 0800 80 70 60.
www.nonnativespecies.org//checkcleandry/
index.cfm

Water pollution

Access and trespassing

Oil and fuel spills from boats are toxic to fish
and other aquatic life. Even in small quantities
they can cause lasting problems. Bilge water
with an oily sheen is contaminated and should
not be pumped into the watercourse. Contact
the Environment Agency on 0800 80 70 60 for any
larger pollution incidents. Our Environmental
Officers carry clean up kits and a fast response
can prevent further harm to the environment.

Please abide by the waterways and countryside
code which includes:

Wildlife Crime & How to Report it
Boating allows travel through quiet and remote
countryside not easily visible by the wider
public. It is possible to come across incidents of
wildlife crime such as hare coursing or setting of
illegal snares. If you witness a suspected wildlife
crime in action call 999 immediately. In all other
instances call 101.

• Consider the local community and other
people enjoying the outdoors.
• Leave gates and property as you find them.
• Follow paths but give way to others where
it’s narrow.
• Don’t have BBQs or fires.
• Keep dogs under effective control and bag
and bin any dog waste.
• No camping is allowed on privately owned
land without permission.

Anglian Waterways Volunteer Scheme

Useful Contacts and Information
Anglian Waterways
www.visitanglianwaterways.org
Envoronment Agency Incident Line
0800 80 70 60

Scan for Anglian
Waterways
website
www.visitanglianwaterways.org
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